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Solution provider and Deliver for GCP provisioning.

The challenge
When service center teams across nations simultaneously accessed
the E-Learning/Mobile-Learning (Vinning) on-premises repository,
performances went down, and services ran below expectations. With
75 different topics video on-demand, VisioNet was looking for a new
system platform to improve its performance, scaling instantly to serve
1700s of users concurrently and better user experiences.

The solution
Google Cloud Platform is the perfect infrastructure solution to serve
front-end system, providing maximum benefits of greater bandwidth,
better scalability, and flexibility in sizing to serve the peak time,
efficient in daily operation as well as cost optimization, while data can
remain on-premises (hybrid system) for maximum flexibility and
control.

The results
Improved user experiences during peak time, giving liberty to VisioNet
team from day-to-day operations and maintenance activities (like
on-premises system), reducing the Total Cost of Ownership without an
upfront investment.

We had spent great investment and did maintenance
activities by our-own, while on GCP we have plenty of
time to focus more on core business. Simplifying our
daily operation and decreasing the Total Cost of
Ownership. We are glad our end-users have better
user experiences now to access corporate training

 repository even at the peak-time.
Verdi Anjarezqie, Head of IT Application Managed Service Division, PT Visionet Data
Internasional
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PT Visionet Data Internasional (VisioNet) is a
Digital IT Managed Services Company, offers
national coverage in more than 140+ points
spread throughout Indonesia, focuses in
supporting and managing IT operations (for
optimal performances, reliability, and
effectiveness) allowing customers to focus on
their core business.
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1975, partnering up with Google in accelerating
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